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 boards). To  make a reasonable PCB. design, the user has to answer a lot of questions, but with Sprint-Layout it's all about mouse clicks. With a few mouse clicks, you can place components, generate traces and supply voltage. And with many other mouse clicks, you can check in which components area you have placed the component to be placed and save the results in various formats, including
Photoshop or Eagle file format (ESP, Gerber or E). And finally, Sprint-Layout has an internal CAD and assembly engine. There are a lot of functions and tools for circuit design. For example: Add traces and components Determine the supply voltage Calculate the component's parasitic components Generate traces Generate footprints Check component's shape or traces Generate BOM Paint traces

Check BOM or print the BOM How does it work? Sprint-Layout automatically generates a layout based on an input file. The layout can be generated for single-sided, double-sided or multilayer boards. Features Sprint-Layout 6.0 contains a lot of new features. Backwards compatibility: The software runs on any Windows  7, 8 or 10 computer. On a new project: The Sprint-Layout 6.0 software
automatically generates an installation package for the new project, and the user doesn't need to download the old version and install it. Automatic updates: The software is automatically updated when a new version is released. Development tools: The software contains a set of tools to help in the development of layouts, for example: Calculate components' parasitic components Check component's
shapes Automatic design of QFN packages Automatic synthesis of a Verilog code Bouncing simulation Licensing Sprint-Layout 6.0 is available for purchase as a one-time license. If you would like to purchase a license for a Sprint-Layout 6.0, please visit our website. The download size is about 5 MB (5,232,400 bytes). Sprint-Layout is available for purchase as a one-time license. If you would like
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